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Physics professor
Students in Experimental College class
recognized for
want Tufts to go ‘paperless’
teaching excellence
BY

KATHRYN OLSON

Daily Staff Writer

BY

MONICA MOWERY
Daily Staff Writer

Professor of Physics Roger Tobin, chair of
the Department of Physics and Astronomy,
is this year’s winner of the Lillian and Joseph
Leibner Award for Distinguished Teaching
and Advising, recognizing his success in
engaging students.
The annual award for faculty members is
regularly rotated between four disciplines —
arts and humanities, social sciences, natural
sciences and engineering. The awards committee this year solicited nominations from
the individual science departments, which
each nominated one candidate for consideration.
Professor of Physics Lawrence Ford
explained that student course evaluations
played a major role in the nomination process, and he noted that Tobin tends to have
good chemistry with students.
“[Tobin] has a good rapport with students;
they feel comfortable talking to him,” Ford
said.
Tobin teaches a number of undergraduate
courses at Tufts, ranging from introductory
level classes like Introduction to Physics II to
more advanced classes in quantum physics.
He also serves as an undergraduate advisor,
and his research specializes in condensed
matter physics and experimental surface science.
Ford also cited Tobin’s effectiveness at
teaching and communicating as another
reason for his receiving the Leibner Award.
“Some of the concepts in physics are subtle, so students think they understand it, but
they don’t,” he said. “[Tobin] gets students to
understand clearly what they don’t understand.”
Tobin said he found out last week that he
had received the award and expressed his
excitement at being chosen for the honor.
“I’m honored to be teaching at Tufts and be
recognized at Tufts. It’s a great thrill for me,”
he said.
He credits his continuing engagement in
research for allowing him to bring a unique
and updated perspective into his classroom
teaching.
“Being involved in research keeps me aware
of what’s going on in the world of science and
in the world of physics,” Tobin said.
Tobin explained that he makes an effort
to use interactive teaching methods — even
in his bigger classes — to avoid letting his
students remain passive recipients of information.
“In every class, I try very hard to engage
the students actively in what’s going on in the
classroom,” Tobin said.
Tobin further noted that these methods
have to be modified to specifically cater to
the nature and size of the class.
“[In a small class, the teacher] can ask specific questions; it’s a more Socratic kind of
process, which is not possible in the same way
in classes with 100 students,” Tobin said.
Some of the techniques Tobin uses to keep
students engaged include question-asking,
i-clickers and flashcards. While technological
advances have increased the options available
to teachers, Tobin continues to emphasize the
importance of teaching methodology.
“I’ve been around long enough to go
from mostly chalk to overhead projectors to
Powerpoints,” Tobin said. “You still have to
be working; [teaching is] still a social process,
working with human beings with their own
see TOBIN, page 2

Tufts’ latest environmental campaign,
led by students in the Experimental
College (ExCollege) class Environmental
Action: Shifting from Saying to Doing, is
trying to change campus culture in regard
to paper waste.
While members of the class last semester
focused on the issue of trays in the dining
halls, this semester, students have turned
their attention to paper usage at Tufts.
Tufts’ Medford/Somerville campus in
2008 bought 221,844 lbs of paper, 70 percent
of which was virgin paper — paper made
without any recycled content — according to Project Coordinator of the Office
of Sustainability and an instructor for the
course Tina Woolston.
“That amount of paper translates to
about 2,662 trees or nearly three football
fields of green space,” Woolston said.
The class is working with on-campus environmental groups such as Tufts
Recycles!, Tufts Institute of the Environment
(TIE) and the Office of Sustainability in an
effort to reduce Tufts’ paper use, according
to freshman Danielle Jenkins, who is a student in the class.
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Students in an ExCollege class are pushing for printers that print double-sided by default.
“We are encouraging professors to
accept papers electronically and use fewer
handouts,” Jenkins said. “[We] are working
to change the default printer settings in
Tisch and Eaton to double-sided as well as

to reduce the amount of virgin paper that
Tufts uses.”
The goal is to transform the norm from
see PAPER, page 2

Tufts pledges
money to online
knowledge sharing
BY

MARISSA GALLERANI
Daily Editorial Board

It will serve as a guide for the 60-person Comprehensive Plan Steering
Committee, which was formed in
August to strategize for Somerville’s
future growth.
The committee is tasked with considering issues of land use, transportation, urban design and economic
vitality to map a 2010-2030 development plan for Somerville.
Project Manager in the Mayor’s
Office of Strategic Planning and
Community Development Keith Craig
said that it was an appropriate time to
begin this strategizing process.
“It seemed like a really important
time to start to write down all of what’s
happening in order to plan as we move
forward,” Craig said.

Tufts on March 1 joined a dozen
other schools and groups in pledging
a combined total of $350,000 over five
years to the OpenCourseWare (OCW )
Consortium in a show of support of
information sharing.
An OCW is a digital publication
of educational resources and course
material that is free to access. The
OCW Consortium seeks to promote the
accessibility and use of OCW among
universities and related institutions.
“The goals of the consortium are to
support the creation and use of [OCW ]
materials worldwide, to help universities start new [OCW ] projects and to
help schools run their programs efficiently so that worldwide audiences
are aware and know how they can be
used,” Stephen E. Carson, president of
the consortium and external relations
director of the Massachusetts Institute
of Technology (MIT) OCW Consortium,
told the Daily.
Tufts OCW Editor and Curricular
Content Specialist Robbin Smith
explained that educational material
from Tufts courses on all three campuses
are published online. Some of the more
popular classes include Epidemiology
and Biostatistics, Zoological Medicine,
Population Health, Introduction to
Modern Physics and Pathophysiology
of Infectious Diseases.
OCW’s advantages include highlighting course offerings, stimulating faculty collaboration and enabling faculty
to further develop courses, according
to Smith.
“Tufts OCW helps advance knowl-

see SOMERVILLE, page 2

see OCW, page 2
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A 20-year plan for the City of Somerville is in the works.

Somerville residents cast
vision for city’s future
BY

CORINNE SEGAL

Daily Editorial Board

The City of Somerville last week
unveiled the city’s first vision statement, the result of extensive public
discussions about Somerville’s future
that involved over 250 residents.
The Somerville Vision Statement
pledges to “foster the unique character of our residents, neighborhoods, hills and squares, and the
strength of our community spirit as
expressed in our history, our cultural and social life, and our deep
sense of civic engagement.”
The statement emphasizes the
importance of transit and public
transportation to the establishment of
a strong economic foundation and to
making the city more sustainable.
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Knowledge sharing facilitates
collaboration, administrators say
OCW
continued from page 1
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Professor Roger Tobin has received an award recognizing his excellence in teaching.

Tobin uses interactive teaching
methods in his courses
TOBIN
continued from page 1

thoughts.”
Tobin’s colleagues in the department
praised his approachability.
“I’ve heard great things about his teaching and can ask him for advice when I have
questions,” Cristian Staii, assistant professor of physics, said. “[He’s] knowledgeable,
a very nice person, available. Any question
I have, [he’s] very helpful in figuring things
out.”
Ford agreed that Tobin is very willing
to share his teaching expertise with fellow colleagues.
I’ve talked to him about teaching, and
he’s given me some advice which has been

very useful, including interactive styles of
teaching, which I’m using this term” Ford
said. “[Tobin] showed me a number of
quantitative education research articles
on how well students learn in different
conditions.”
One of the techniques Ford is incorporating in the classes he is teaching this
semester — Introduction to Physics I and
General Physics I — is clicker questions:
Students are asked questions in class and
can respond interactively.
Ford has noticed a marked improvement
in his teaching after employing these interactive methods. “It works better than just a
lecture and keeps the students engaged,”
he said.

Students push for change in paper
usage culture on campus
PAPER
continued from page 1

being environmentally unfriendly to being
more sustainable, according to Dallase
Scott, a graduate student in the Urban and
Environmental Policy and Planning program who co-teaches the class.
“People usually act out of convenience
and do not realize their choices are made
through what is already the default,” Scott
said. “In our society, the default is not environmentally friendly. It takes a small group
of people to work to change the default to
greener policies.”
Scott added that while conserving paper
is a good exercise, the larger goal is to create
a culture at Tufts in which people expect
sustainable practices.
Students in the class have been meeting with the administration, library staff,
faculty members, campus environmental
groups and students in order to discover
the best ways to reduce Tufts’ paper trail,
according to Jenkins.
“In order to change the infrastructure, we need to do research,” Jenkins
said. “We have looked at similar efforts at
Harvard and [Massachusetts Institute of
Technology] and have tried to model our
campaign after them.”
Both Jenkins and Scott claimed that
support for the movement was relatively strong.
One of the major components of the
campaign is encouraging professors to use
less paper. Both the Community Health
Program and the Environmental Studies
Program have agreed to participate in a trial
that would require faculty to accept papers
online, according to Woolston.
She added that the switch from
Blackboard Academic Suite to a better
online educational platform — which is in
the works — might make it easier to reduce
paper usage through improved editing and
file-sharing functions.
The campaign also centers on making
the default setting for all printers on campus double-sided printing, although this
has run into a few technical difficulties.
Woolston explained that there are currently two different contracts for multifunction printers on campus. One is for
printers in staff and faculty offices and
the other for printers that charge money,
such as those in Tisch Library and Eaton
Computer Lab. As of last year, staff and

faculty printers were set to a double-sided
default while all other printers remained
with a single-sided default.
The real challenge, however, lies in inspiring the campus to be proactive about saving
paper. According to Scott, this means increasing manpower at the Office of Sustainability
and increasing funding for student projects
directed at environmental change.
“The administration has done a great
job in creating green buildings, composting
and recycling, but what we really need is a
larger staff to get students involved and create change,” Scott said.
Jenkins said that the effort to reduce
paper use at Tufts is not only a practical step
to make the university more sustainable
but is also instrumental in instilling green
habits in students.
Rather than merely discussing environmental policy, students in the ExCollege
class study behavioral approaches to
change and their own individual impact on
the environment with the goal of empowering their peers to adopt greener practices.
“A lot of the time, people follow by example and don’t recycle because they don’t feel
obligated to,” Jenkins said. “We need a good
example that people can follow to become
greener citizens.”
Students in the class keep weekly blogs
to reflect on the personal challenges they
face in the paper-reduction campaign, as
well as to practice effective activism and
communication, according to Scott.
“By getting students to look at their personal action and teaching them not only
information, but how to communicate
with peers and administrators and how
to be proactive, we motivate them to be
examples in their community,” Scott said.
“Environmental issues can seem daunting, and the only way to create change is to
empower people.”
Scott cited her time teaching environmental classes in the Peace Corps as
instrumental in helping her realize the
importance of changing the infrastructure of an institution in order to cement
green policies.
“I was able to see the change in my students and saw it spread to the entire community,” Scott said. “Change is possible if
you give people enough personal power.
Campaigns are great, but you need to make
these initiatives a part of the campus so it
will be sustainable in the future.”

edge globally, particularly in developing nations; it enhances Tufts’ image
around the world,” Smith said in an
e-mail to the Daily.
Smith noted that Tufts has been
involved with OCW efforts since late
2004, when MIT requested that the university participate as a founding member of the consortium, Smith said.
Carson noted that Tufts’ commitment to OCW was partially motivated by University President Lawrence
Bacow’s experiences at MIT.
“President Bacow was chancellor at
MIT when the OCW was first proposed,
and he brought with him to Tufts a
very strong and broad commitment to
sharing educational resources,” Carson
said.
Associate Provost Mary Lee, who
led the collaboration with MIT and
the launch of OCW efforts at Tufts,
explained that OCW falls under the
broader Open Educational Resources
(OER) movement, in which Tufts has
played a significant role.
“We are leaders particularly in
the health sciences, where content,
methods, and tools have been openly
shared with global partners,” Lee said
in an e-mail to the Daily. “Tufts has
been engaged in sharing … since the
1980s.”
Tufts’ first OER program, Perseus,
was designed to move libraries onto
the Internet. Such programs, Lee said,
are important in facilitating cooperation in tackling world problems.

“These multidisciplinary and multiinstitutional partnerships illustrate
how we must collaborate now and in
the future to solve the highly complex
problems facing the world today,” Lee
said. “Tufts is at the forefront of these
types of efforts.”
Tufts’ usage of OCW is part of the
university’s commitment to making
information accessible, according to
Smith.
“The project continues the Tufts tradition of knowledge-sharing as part of
our non-profit mission as well as Tufts’
leadership in civic engagement, particularly in the health sciences,” Smith
said.
While Tufts is a leader in the OER
movement, the university is not alone,
according to Carson.
“There are approximately 250
schools worldwide that are participating,” Carson said. “[In] total they have
published 13,000 total courses worth of
material.”
Carson noted, however, that the
majority of the schools involved are
international schools. “There are
maybe two dozen schools in the United
States in the consortium,” he said.
He added that Tufts’ longtime commitment to OCW demonstrates its
commitment to the sharing of educational resources.
“[Tufts’] involvement also represents
a commitment to the global effort to
publish educational materials and to
ensure schools all around the world
have the support they need,” Carson
said.

Committee forming 20-year plan for
city of Somerville
SOMERVILLE
continued from page 1

In a bid to include resident input
in the planning process, the city from
November 2009 to January 2010 held
five SomerVision community sessions,
in which over 250 Somerville residents
discussed city planning.
Craig said that the steering committee
marks Somerville’s largest and most indepth planning effort to date. “We hadn’t
ever quite done one which was citywide
and captured all the things that were
going on,” he said.
Stuart Dash, a committee member,
explained that there are subcommittees
within the steering committee that meet
separately to focus on different aspects of
comprehensive planning, namely housing, transportation and infrastructure,
economic development and population.
“They’ve … done a good balance of trying to get deeper discussion in the groups
and at the same time having the whole
group work together,” Dash said. “I think
it’s been good in that they’ve also shared
the discussions in smaller groups among
the large group pretty actively.”
Mark Alston-Follansbee, another committee member, said that one of the issues
the housing subcommittee is discussing is
the risk of gentrification in Somerville.
He expressed his concern that the
expansion of the Green Line in Somerville
slated for completion in 2014 will lead to
rising housing costs and the displacement
of current city residents.
Alston-Follansbee cited the expansion
of the Red Line to Somerville as a past
example of how increased traffic from public transportation can displace residents.
“The extension of the Red Line that
stops in Davis Square created the gentrification of Davis Square,” he said.
“It also meant that a lot of people who
lived here were displaced because of
the rising costs.”
Craig said that the committee is
addressing this issue. “There may be
more demand for housing as people see
Somerville as a more accessible place to
live,” he said. He added that the Green
Line extension would undoubtedly provide benefits to Somerville.
He noted, however, that concerns
about gentrification are not the primary
focus of the steering committee.
Craig said the committee is also discussing how to broaden Somerville’s tax
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Residents of Somerville recently formulated a
vision of the city’s future.
base, as well as finding means to ensure
that Somerville can continue to support
existing businesses and draw new businesses into the area.
The steering committee members were
selected from a range of Somerville organizations, according to Craig.
“We started to identify all the important groups and organizations in the city,
whether they were statutory, regulatory or
community-organized groups,” Craig said.
He added that city officials also recommended potential members from within
their own wards.
“We think [the committee is] very representative of the city, of the variety of
interests and also the makeup of the city,”
Craig said.
Alston-Follansbee said that the selection process was designed to form a committee with a diverse range of interests. “I
think that they were trying to get a broad
swath of the population,” he said.
The steering committee may continue meeting into early 2011, according
to Craig.
He emphasized that the planning
is a grassroots process rooted in the
Somerville community. “This is all a
local initiative, at the end of the day,”
Craig said.
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Though the recent Chilean earthquake was devastating, the government was well equipped to handle the aftermath, students say.

Chilean earthquake sees less fundraising
than continued Haiti eﬀort
BY

WILLIAM C. WINTER AND
WILLIAM K. WINTER
Daily Staff Writers

Many Americans, including members of
the Tufts community, continue to donate
money to and participate in relief efforts for
the people of Haiti following the 7.0 magnitude earthquake that rocked the island
nation on Jan. 12 and left over 200,000 dead.
However, the relief effort for the more recent
Feb. 27 Chilean earthquake, which registered a massive 8.8 on the Richter Scale, has
been more tepid.
According to a March 7 article in The
Chronicle of Philanthropy, in the four days
after the Chilean earthquake, charitable
organization Oxfam America had raised
$55,300, compared to $4.5 million in the
three days after the Haitian earthquake.
Other philanthropic organizations have
reported similar outcomes.
One explanation for this discrepancy is

that the Chilean government is far better
equipped to handle a natural disaster than
the Haitian government. The country is
much wealthier than Haiti. According to the
CIA World Factbook, Chile’s per capita GDP
is $14,700, compared to Haiti’s $1300.
The physical devastation of the Chilean
quake was also far less than that of the
Haitian one, with about 700 deaths
reported in Chile. Chile is also prone to
earthquakes and experienced the largest
earthquake in history in 1960. The country thus had far more strict building codes
in place than Haiti.
Junior Nate Typrowicz-Cohen, who is
currently studying abroad in Chile, said that
the Chilean government is well equipped
to deal with the disaster. “Because I’m in
Santiago, far from the epicenter of the quake,
it is harder for me judge the government’s
response. However, from what I have seen
it has been a generally well-coordinated
effort. The fact that Chile is one of the most

developed countries in South America can’t
be overlooked; if this quake had hit a more
unstable or underdeveloped country the
consequences definitely would have been
much worse,” he said in an e-mail.
“I have to stress that I’m not near the
worst damage, but the response to the
earthquake overall has been effective and
timely as far as I can tell,” Typrowicz-Cohen
added. “While the looting of supermarkets
and ensuing violence was reminiscent of
Hurricane Katrina, thankfully the government response has not been.”
For now, most Tufts organizations raising funds for earthquake relief continue to
focus on Haiti.
Tufts Hillel has raised nearly $2,100 for
Haiti, exceeding its original goal by about
$100. For the part few weeks, members
of Hillel have been selling various baked
goods, ranging from Challah bread to sugar
see FUNDRAISING, page 4

Key differences between the Haitian and Chilean earthquakes
The first three months of 2010 have
been violent ones in the Western
Hemisphere, marked by two massive
earthquakes in two different areas. The
earthquakes in Haiti and Chile have
each been widely covered by the news
media, but though the events occurred
relatively close to each other geographically, there are significant geological
differences between the two natural
disasters.
Scale: Haiti’s quake, which shook
the impoverished nation on Jan. 12,
occurred along a transform fault where
the Caribbean and North American
plate boundaries were sliding past
each other, causing the 7.0 magnitude
earthquake on the Richter Scale that
killed over 200,000 people and displaced 1.3 million. Neither the population of the area nor the building codes
were prepared for the event, as a major
earthquake had not occurred in Haiti
since 1860.

The earthquake in Chile on Feb.
27 was of an even greater magnitude,
measuring 8.8 on the Richter Scale. It
was caused by the Nazca Plate sliding
underneath the South American Plate,
a different kind of plate movement
than what was observed at the Haiti
epicenter.
The largest recorded earthquake
in history, a 9.6 on the Richter Scale,
occurred in Chile in 1960 and was followed 25 years later by an 8.0 magnitude
earthquake. In response, the government
insisted that rebuilding efforts conform
to guidelines, an action that may have
saved thousands of lives this year.
Loss of Life: The loss of life and property in Chile was significant, with at least
700 people killed and 500,000 homes
damaged, but not nearly as extensive as
in Haiti. The large discrepancy between
the Chile and Haiti death tolls is probably due to the fact that Chile is no
stranger to large earthquakes, and has

awareness programs and stricter building codes in place than were in existence in Haiti.
Aftershocks: Aftershocks struck both
Haiti and Chile in the weeks that followed the actual earthquakes, frightening the populations of both and putting
fragile structures in even more danger
of collapsing. Haiti was struck by 59
aftershocks in the six weeks following
the initial earthquake, all of which were
greater than 4.5 in magnitude.
The New York Times reported on
March 12 that there had already been
over 300 aftershocks from the Chile
quake. The United States Geological
Survey has measured 229 of these as
being greater than 5.0 in magnitude
and 18 larger than 6.0, impeding the
rebuilding process as well as the inauguration ceremony of Sebastián Piñera,
Chile’s new president.
— by Mary Beth Griggs

n the old days, it was very clear who was
a creep and who wasn’t. Drunk Jimmy
who squatted in the house next door
and threw beer bottles into toddler’s
backyards: creep. That biology teacher
who offered young female students back
massages after school: creep. Pee-wee
Herman: definitely a creep.
In these modern times, however, the
divide between creep and say, your average college student with Wi-Fi, is becoming dangerously indistinct. When Al Gore
invented the internet in 1995, the steel
barricades between the likes of registered
sex offenders and ourselves were reduced
to picket fences. Then Facebook.com hit,
and suddenly Radiohead’s first big hit
started to feel like everyone’s guilty personal anthem.
I knew it was true when I received
an unabashed invitation to a Facebook
group called “I Creep Daily.” Actually, I
knew it was true when my family and I
spent several hours looking at my freshman roommate-to-be’s profile pictures
and arguing over whether she was Persian
or Peruvian. (Turns out she’s from Jersey.
She just had a tan.) Or maybe I knew it
was true when I knew all of my sister’s
new boyfriend’s interests before we had
met. No, I knew it was true when I let it slip
that I knew where a (very cute) classmate
was from — before he told me himself. He
called me on it, and what could I say? “Oh,
I know that because I find you attractive
so I looked at your Facebook page. I also
noticed you are ‘single’ and ‘interested in
women’— I happen to be both of those
things, perhaps I could be of help in that
department?” No. I lied through my teeth
and told him he had mentioned it earlier.
I’ll never know if he believed it, but judging by my lack of “In a Relationship” with
him, I am guessing no.
Remember the fear that struck our
hearts when Facebook came out with
that application that tells you who has
looked at your page, and when? I swear
on the library roof, I would have died of
mortification if that thing had done what
I thought it was doing — sending everyone whose profile you view a notification
that you have viewed it. I was not the only
one shaking in my Facebook-stalking
boots, and I’m sure I heard a campus
wide sigh of relief when it became clear
that the app had to be opted into. Why?
Because we are all creeps. It is more than
slightly unsettling.
Don’t tell me that you haven’t ended
up analyzing your ex’s “About Me” at 2
a.m. on a Wednesday night when you’re
supposed to be studying for midterms,
or looked up that guy from around campus that you/your roommate/your entire
house has a crush on and read his interests aloud to your friends. Don’t tell me
you’ve never gone to your arch-nemesis’
page and silently insulted every profile
picture she has, or looked at events on
other people’s walls and invited yourself
to them. Don’t tell me you haven’t turned
to the relationship status feature to help
you figure out your prospects for the
weekend, and been frustrated when it’s
left blank, or worse, when the girl you’re
crushing on is engaged to her roommate
or “It’s complicated” with her BFF. Don’t
tell me you don’t use Facebook to find out
information you would never dream of
asking for about people you barely know.
I don’t believe you.
Don’t feel bad, or at least don’t feel
alone, because 99.9 percent of us do it.
The call of free, available information is
just too great to resist — how do you think
Google became an empire? Classify that
information as gossip and boom — we are
goners, powerless against the siren call
of everyone’s favorite social networking
sites. We never even had a chance.

Jessie Borkan is a senior majoring in
psychology. She can be reached at Jessie.
Borkan@tufts.edu.
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Fundraising continues in the
aftermath of earthquakes
FUNDRAISING
continued from page 3

cookies, in the Campus Center to
raise money for the victims in Haiti
and increasing awareness of the
earthquake’s catastrophic effects.
“[Haiti] is one of the poorest countries and they really need our
help,” Hillel Tzedakah Committee
co-chair Lisa Zingman said.
As to why Hillel has not done
fundraisers for Chile yet, Zingman
said that the group simply does not
have the capacity to focus on both
causes. “We typically do about one
event a month, and so we did multiple events for Haiti. It would be
impractical to do fundraisers for
multiple causes at once,” she said.
Several Greek organizations
at Tufts have been equally successful in raising money for Haiti.
Since winter break, the brothers of
Theta Chi have been determined
to help the cause by selling red
wristbands and by hosting various
benefit events at Hotung Café to
raise money and awareness for the
victims in Haiti. One such event
included a comedy show hosted
by a Theta Chi alum that featured
an appearance by University
President Lawrence Bacow. Theta
Chi brother and sophomore Aditya
Kulkarni believes that in times of
such devastating hardship, altruism is critical. “I think that anytime
a major event like this happens,
everyone thinks they need to help
out with it, and [fundraising] just
seemed like the right thing to do,”
Kulkarni said.
And yet the immense amount
of campus participation the
Haiti earthquake spurred is not
being matched in the aftermath
of Chile’s earthquake. Although
a search for “Haiti” on TuftsLife.
com yields six pages of results,

including numerous fundraisers
and crisis-mapping jobs, a similar search for “Chile” has only a
handful of results.
Still, some Tufts students have
been actively looking for opportunities to support Chile. The
Ushahidi crisis mapping effort
— where volunteers use the Web
site Ushahidi.com to map points
of importance for rescue workers
— had been working to alleviate
Haiti’s situation for months, and
has now also turned its attention
to Chile. Sophomore Taylor Bates
volunteered extensive time at
Ushahidi’s Haiti earthquake relief
effort, but feels that Chile is in an
entirely different situation.
“Chile’s an advanced, firstworld country,” Bates said. “I’ve
been to Chile; I know the area
and the people and I’ve looked
at the statistics on the casualties,
and the Chileans have been doing
extremely well given the devastation, so I’ll try to get in and volunteer some time when I can, but
it doesn’t compare to the scale of
the tragedy in Haiti.”
Tufts’ Solidarity with Chile organization is teaming up with other
Boston colleges to raise money
for victims of the country’s quake.
Solidarity with Chile is trying to
fundraise by selling crafts at the
campus center over the next few
weeks. So far, it has collected over
$200 and plans to donate it to
Hogar de Cristo, a Catholic shelter in Chile. Sophomore Romina
Green, a coordinator for Solidarity
with Chile, emphasized that students should not forget Chile’s
earthquake. “I’m Chilean and I
think it’s important to bring awareness,” Green said.
Carter Rogers contributed reporting to this article.
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Commencement

2010

Visit our website at: commencement.tufts.edu
University Commencement Ofﬁce telephone:
617.627.3636
E-mail: commencement@tufts.edu
Don’t forget to stop by the Commencement Fair at the Campus
Center on April 7 during Senior Days, to pick up graduation
announcements and other commencement-related information.

Email business@tuftsdaily.com
for more information.
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MUSIC REVIEW

Broken Bells’ album starts out
innovative, becomes repetitive
BY

Though the rock band format is hardly the most relevant thing in popular
music these days, there is something to

Broken Bells
Broken Bells
Columbia Records

ISRABOX.COM

The Shins meet Danger Mouse on “Broken Bells.”
decade making immaculate indie pop
with The Shins.
On paper, the pairing of these high-

TV REVIEW

profile musicians almost precludes the
see BELLS, page 6

MOVIE REVIEW

Polanski
triumphs with
‘Ghost Writer’
BY

CHRISTOPHER RIVLIN
Contributing Writer

In many senses, “The Ghost
Writer” has been overshadowed
by the controversy surrounding

The Ghost Writer
Starring Ewan McGregor,
Pierce Brosnan, Olivia
Williams
Directed by Roman Polanski
NYDAILYNEWS.COM

New York City wives embark on yacht trips and write bestselling novels in reality show.

Real Housewives of Orange County”
reserves the rights as the inaugurator
of Bravo’s hit franchise, “New York” has
contributed immensely to increasing
its popularity.
The women are, on the whole, less
blonde and less tan than their Orange
County counterparts, but instead they
boast houses in the Hamptons and
titles like “the Countess.” The cast is
made up of Jill Zarin, Ramona Singer,
Bethenny Frankel, Alex McCord,

its director, Roman Polanski, the
notorious filmmaker behind classics like “Chinatown” (1974) and
“Rosemary’s Baby” (1968). When
Polanski comes up in conversation, talk is more likely to drift
toward the debate of whether
or not he should be imprisoned
for his alleged sex crime, and
not his recently completed cinematic project and his still-ongoing career. Such distraction is a
shame, because his newest film is
well worth watching.
The film centers on a writer
(Ewan McGregor) — only referred
to as “The Ghost” — who is enlisted to ghostwrite the memoirs of a

see HOUSEWIVES, page 6

see GHOST, page 6

‘The Real Housewives of New York City’ less
‘real’ than ever in third season debut
BY

NATASHA JESSEN-PETERSEN
Contributing Writer

As the only version of “The Real
Housewives of…” series to have maintained its original cast, the “The Real

Real Housewives of New York City
Housewives of New York City” flows
like a less-scripted and less classy “Sex

Starring LuAnn de Lesseps,
Bethenny Frankel, Ramona Singer
Airs Thursdays at 10 p.m. on Bravo

and the City” (1998-2004). While “The

Movies of
mass selfdestruction

T

RYAN ZUCKMAN

Daily Staff Writer

be said for the collaborative spirit that
arises from a group of musicians with
strong chemistry. The interplay between
instruments, in both songwriting and
performance, can take music to a whole
new level. But still, too many cooks in
the kitchen can spoil the meal.
Unfortunately, as Broken Bells proves
with its debut album, so can too few.
Though James Mercer’s songwriting is
sharp as ever, and Brian Burton proves
to be more than capable of constructing
a compelling blend of sounds, the aural
landscapes they paint together remind
one of Bob Ross paintings: The songs
on this album are always pleasant,
but they feature a consistently generic
composition that diminishes the power
of each and detracts from the talent of
its creators, especially when taken in as
a whole.
Burton, of course, is no stranger to
musical collaboration. Better known as
Danger Mouse, he has produced albums
by Beck, Gorillaz and the Black Keys, in
addition to forming Gnarls Barkley and
releasing “The Grey Album” (2004), an
ingenious remix of classic monochromatic albums by The Beatles and Jay-Z.
Mercer, meanwhile, has spent the past

ZACH DRUCKER AND CHRIS POLDOIAN |
BAD SAMARITANS

his past weekend, “The Green Zone”
was released in theaters. Pitched as
an intense and gritty action film,
“Zone” marked the reunion of actor
Matt Damon and director Paul Greengrass,
the dynamic duo behind “The Bourne
Supremacy” (2004) and “The Bourne
Ultimatum” (2007). The film seemed destined for success, but its opening weekend
gross came in at a paltry $14.3 million. The
box office receipts may have come as a surprise, but there is one obvious reason the
movie failed: It was about the Iraq War.
Movies concerning the Iraq War are about
as popular as the war itself. There has yet
to be a financially successful film about
our time overseas in Iraq. Sure, “The Hurt
Locker” (2009) cleaned up at the Oscars,
but critical acclaim by no means implies
financial success, not to mention that the
Iraq War as a political machine was never
explicitly referenced. The two other big films
about Iraq of last year, “Brothers” (2009)
and “The Messenger” (2009), failed to earn
big bucks, even though “The Messenger”
wowed, with Woody Harrelson’s performance just as Oscar-worthy as Christoph
Waltz’s in “Inglourious Basterds” (2009). Year
in and year out, Iraq films get made, but to
no avail. Think of “The Kingdom” (2007),
“Body of Lies” (2008) and “The Marine”
(2006). These films all featured strong actors,
by which we mean to say that Jamie Foxx
and Russell Crowe were great in “Kingdom”
and “Lies,” respectively, whereas “Marine’s”
star — WWE behemoth John Cena — is just
freaking ripped.
Our question: why do these films do so
poorly financially? Some people blame
the unpopularity of the Iraq War with the
American public, but we disagree. After
all, the Vietnam War wasn’t popular, but it
made for some blockbuster films. Think of
“Platoon” (1986), “The Deer Hunter” (1978),
“Apocalypse Now” (1979) and “Full Metal
Jacket” (1987). These films did well financially, despite the unpopularity of the war.
It all comes down to the timing. They
say, “Time heals all wounds.” They also say,
“Time is money.” Well, the aforementioned
Vietnam films heeded these warnings and
came out long after the Vietnam War ended.
This pause gave people time to take a chillaxative and reflect. We get bombarded with
news on Iraq all the time, so the last thing
most people want is to watch a film concerning the atrocities of the war. Because, at the
end of the day, average moviegoers go to the
cinema to forget about their worries; they
want escapist entertainment.
To that end, we’ve noticed that some directors have succeeded in applying themes of
the war in film. By obliquely referencing
topics related to the war, filmmakers have
been able to comment on current events
while also maintaining the appeal of the
film. Think of “Avatar” (2009), a film that
concerned a pugnacious, mercenary United
States going after natural resources on a
foreign land. Sound vaguely familiar? Other
films, like “Planet Terror” (2007), have playfully referenced current events. Imagine a
decomposing, zombified Bruce Willis waxing poetic about capturing Osama bin Laden
as his head swells to elephantine proportions and try not to laugh. We dare you.
Now, this column strictly deals with movies. We Bad Samaritans care only about war as
it relates to cinema. We won’t opine as to the
presence of weapons of mass destruction in
Iraq. All we’re trying to say is that a good war
movie and a financially successful war movie
are two different things. To combine those
into one epic film takes true genius. Studio
execs behind “Delta Farce” (2007), take notes.
How dare you squander the manly tandem of
Larry the Cable Guy and DJ Qualls.
Zach Drucker is a sophomore majoring in
International Relations, and Chris Poldoian is
a sophomore who has not yet declared a major.
They can be reached at Zachary.Drucker@tufts.
edu and Christopher.Poldoian@tufts.edu.
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Ewan McGregor plays a suave ghost writer who becomes entangled in politics.

McGregor and Brosnan star in politically charged thriller with excellent plot twist
GHOST
continued from page 5

fictional former British Prime Minister,
Adam Lang (Pierce Brosnan), after the
original ghostwriter is found dead.
Lang soon becomes embroiled in a
scandal about the dubious legality of
interrogation techniques used by his
government during the Iraq War.
McGregor’s character is flown to an
obscure island off the Eastern seaboard,
where Lang and others are staying in
some billionaire’s impeccably decorated
oceanfront retreat for the winter. Lang’s
entourage is primarily composed of
his coldly intelligent wife, Ruth (Olivia
Williams) and his hyper-devoted aide
and mistress, Amelia (Kim Cattrall).
Impeccable performances from all the
actors universally help to create the
atmosphere of with tension and suspi-

cion that surrounds Lang’s situation.
Before too long, Lang is forced to flee
to Washington for refuge and photo
ops, leaving The Ghost alone in the
house with Ruth. Suddenly, increased
character development allows the
audience to learn a lot more about
Ruth, and her relationship with The
Ghost develops as well.
Soon, The Ghost starts discovering
mysterious photographs, documents
and telephone numbers left by the
last ghostwriter, and he realizes that
something is not quite right. He consequently is submerged deeper and
deeper into a web of perilous intergovernmental intrigue. Here Polanski
proves that his lauded skill in conjuring
a chilly, rather Hitchcockian ambiance
still reigns supreme. The film reaches
a thrilling crescendo with tensions at

fever pitch. In the end, “The Ghost
Writer” delivers an ingenious plot twist
that is likely to leave most audiences
satisfied.
The film is relatively slow — at some
points too slow — and for most films
this would translate into boredom for
audiences. However, Polanski is still
a masterful filmmaker after all these
years. He manages to reveal each new
clue and detail in such tantalizing ways
that the viewer is drawn into the story
at every turn.
The subject matter is highly relevant
to current affairs. Adam Lang is being
accused of war crimes on the basis that
he handed over detainees to the CIA
for water boarding. The prospect of a
prominent politician like Tony Blair
— Lang’s real-life analogue — being
tried for war crimes is hardly like-

ly, yet “The Ghost Writer” allows the
audience to gleefully wonder, “What
if?” Polanski alludes to several other
landmarks of the contemporary political stage; the notorious oil company
Halliburton and a passing reference to
former Secretary of State Condoleezza
Rice are seamlessly integrated into the
seething plot.
Though “The Ghost Writer” is an
excellent film, it is truthfully not as
superb as a Polanski film when the
director is at the top of his game.
Although the influences of “Chinatown”
are tangible in his newest outing, at the
end of the day, “The Ghost Writer” will
never be one of Polanski’s greats. That
being said, it demonstrates a mastery
of the thriller genre, as well as the art
of suspense, that is very rarely seen in
films released in recent years.

Constant sound, simple
tempos bore listeners

Phony friendships basis of plot of ‘Real
Housewives of New York City’

BELLS

HOUSEWIVES

continued from page 5

possibility of anything less than
quality, and the debut single
and lead track, “The High Road,”
certainly lives up to their pedigree. Opening with a jaunty and
memorable keyboard hook that
quickly joins a spacious and
relaxed drumbeat, the track falls
into an effortless groove. Mercer
jumps octaves and flexes his
tenor during the verses, while
an acoustic guitar hides low in
the mix, building tension and
releasing it in the extremely satisfying sing-along chorus.
“The High Road” is the high
point of the record, but it is
not the only innovative track.
“Mongrel Heart” also stands out.
A slice of dark, mysterious pop,
it drives forward to the beat of
a drum machine and syncopated bass, leaving Mercer’s vocals
bare during the verses except
for an insidious, grinding organ.
Repetitious in its instrumentation, the track almost wears
out its welcome, until suddenly piano chords and static
crescendos give way to a spaghetti-Western bridge in triple
meter, complemented by swelling strings, twangy guitar and a
trumpet solo. The combination
can only be described as epic.
Most of the tracks on “Broken
Bells” share this sort of pop
sensibility and electronicstinged arrangement that feels
like a natural evolution of the

more adventurous material on
The Shins’ “Wincing The Night
Away” (2007), exactly what one
would expect from the pairing
of Mercer and Burton. And certainly, none of it can be called
bad — it’s all well crafted,
from the whispered delivery
and baroque-flavored melody
of “Your Head Is On Fire” to
the hook-filled, bouncy “The
Ghost Inside.”
But five tracks and 15 minutes
into the album, an odd sensation
begins to set in: aural fatigue.
The ear grows tired of sustained
periods of constant sound, repetition and loud sounds without soft, and the production and
instrumentation on the album
leave little room for the listeners’ ears to breathe. The blast
of vintage organ on “Vaporize”
sounds great initially, but its
lasting presence with barely a
pause between measure-filling
notes grates. Danger Mouse,
in attempting to create a sonic
atmosphere, drenches the
album with excessively repetitive sound.
Simple rhythms repeat ad
nauseam, tempo rarely fluctuates significantly from track to
track and compression squashes out dynamics. Simply put,
unimaginative instrumentation
and poor production waste the
songwriting and kill the listening
experience. The Shins might be
able to change lives, but Broken
Bells can’t — at least not yet.

continued from page 5

Kelly Killoren Bensimon and
LuAnn de Lesseps. With job
titles varying from author to
entrepreneur, the women are
more than mere trophy wives.
Nevertheless, their jobs allow
time for social rendezvous
and events — plenty of time
for drama. The season premiere illustrated just that.
In the opening episode of
the third season, Ramona,
an astute businesswoman,
decides to take the day off
to rent a friend’s yacht in the
Hamptons. Countess LuAnn,
however, snidely remarks that
the boat is most definitely
not a yacht, and that contrary
to Ramona’s claim, Ramona’s
new hair cut does not make
her look like Cameron Diaz.
LuAnn — author of “Class
with the Countess: How to
Live with Elegance and Flair”
(2009), a book on manners and etiquette — maintains her tone of superiority throughout the episode.
LuAnn’s fellow castmates are
unsympathetic to her thenpending divorce, since she is
seemingly more concerned
with losing her title than her
husband. When Ramona’s
husband comments that
LuAnn is “count-less,” LuAnn
unsurprisingly expresses her
discontent.
As the only other two

women on the yacht, Jill
and Alex do little to alleviate the drama on board.
Though defining her as normal remains a stretch, Alex —
though boring without husband Simon van Kempen in
tow — does appear to actually
get along with everyone. This
is virtually unheard of as far
as other cities’ “Housewives”
go. Outside of filming the
show, it appears to be unrealistic that she could ever have
a genuine friendship with any
of the other women.
This could be the main
sticking point for the way
in which Bravo constructs
“The Real Housewives.” Five
women who are, at best,
acquaintances in real life are
suddenly placed in situations
that encourage them to forge
close friendships. No wonder
there is so much drama.
Bethenny highlights this distance in the season premiere
when she questions LuAnn’s
anger toward her. Bethenny
reminds LuAnn that they are
not actually friends, and as a
result, anything more than a
gift basket as a sympathy gift
during LuAnn’s divorce would
have been unnatural and
forced. This issue of sincerity is also predominant in the
show’s “Atlanta” and “Orange
County” counterparts. The
friendships appear to be compulsory, and because of this,

tensions inevitably ensue. In
“The Real Housewives of New
Jersey,” however, three of the
cast members are family. As
a result, they stick together
regardless of the drama.
While the original premise
of the show — to illustrate
the lives of actual housewives
— is a somewhat interesting
one, “Real Housewives” has
diverged far from that idea.
Perhaps because of their fame
on and after the show, the
women have moved beyond
their roles as simple trophy
wives. They have each capitalized on their fame, writing
New York Times bestsellers
and creating lines of jewelry.
Considering their success
and large fortunes, is it really
appropriate to refer to them
as “real?” The women are now
independently rich, their husbands pushed behind the curtain. Ironically, a show that
was criticized as being antifeminist — due to its portrayal of women financially reliant on their spouses — has
now transformed itself into
a show about independence.
Only half of the women are
actually married; thus, the
term “housewife” is really no
longer applicable. Perhaps
the show should be renamed
“The Fake and Independent
Women of New York” — but
that probably wouldn’t bring
in as many viewers.
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EDITORIAL

Tufts going green requires reducing paper usage
Tufts has made a considerable effort
to enhance its environmental policies in
recent years. From installing energy-efficient technology like occupancy sensors
for lights in buildings and testing out
the controversial trayless initiative, the
administration and student body have
firmly demonstrated their commitment
to “going green.” Environmental sustainability was even the theme of this year’s
Parents Weekend.
Tufts’ effort to be more green is slowly extending into the university’s paper
usage. The Offices of Sustainability,
Purchasing and Publication sponsor a
Tufts Prints Green initiative that includes
measures to reduce paper use, such as
using recycled paper to produce all university magazines, printing Tufts envelopes and stationary on 30 percent postconsumer waste products, and providing
assistance on environmentally friendly
paper solutions to those who seek it.
Considering the vast amount of paper
used annually by the university, more
needs to be done to address issues of
paper usage on campus than just Tufts
Prints Green. According to the Office of
Sustainability, the Medford/Somerville
campus alone used 221,844 pounds of
paper in 2008, the equivalent of three
football fields of forest. These numbers

increase even further when the paper
purchased and used independently by
students, professors, staff and campus
organizations for university-related
activities is taken into account.
Tufts’ large paper footprint has
numerous environmental implications.
Forest space helps combat global warming through the absorption of carbon
dioxide and by preventing soil erosion.
If deforestation continues to increase,
these and numerous other environmental benefits of open forest space will be
lost; according to a 2007 report from the
United States Forest Service, if current
deforestation rates do not change, 23
million acres of trees are projected to be
lost over the next 40 years in the United
States alone. Furthermore, the university could save a large amount of money
by purchasing less paper, which is an
important consideration at a time when
the economy is struggling.
Fortunately, a group of students
in the Experimental College class
Environmental Action: Shifting from
Saying to Doing, under the guidance
of Tina Woolston, an instructor for the
course and the project coordinator of
the Office of Sustainability, is working
toward the change that Tufts needs to
reduce its paper footprint. The students

are encouraging the university’s libraries
to switch their default setting on printers and copiers to double-sided, as is
already the case with Tufts’ office printers and copiers. The members of the class
have already successfully convinced the
Community Health and Environmental
Studies Departments to participate in
a trial program that allows assignments
to be submitted online and instuctors
to print a minimal amount of handouts,
and have lobbied other professors to do
the same. These efforts are particularly
important, as handouts and essays are
a major source of waste — large classes,
long and frequent assignments and multiple drafts means that a single course
can generate an enormous amount of
paper that is disposed of as soon as the
course is through.
The Daily applauds the students of
the Environmental Action course for not
only recognizing a problem on campus, but carrying through with their
ideas. If the university is truly committed to going green, it needs to recognize
that addressing the damage caused by
paper waste is a central part of that
goal. Implementing more programs for
decreasing paper usage is crucial to
the university’s wider endeavor toward
achieving sustainability.
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Evaluations can punish good teachers as well as bad
BY

TANIJA SMOOT
The Lantern

It’s no secret that American schools are
failing [their] students. With33 percent of
American students dropping out of high
school and American students trailing
behind internationally in math and science,
it is obvious that the education system is
in serious need of reform … but not at the
expense or benefit of the teachers’ paycheck.
Just recently, U.S. President Barack
Obama announced that he wanted to
establish national standards in math and
reading by revising the Bush administration’s “No Child Left Behind” law. Instead
of having a various set of standards, the
entire country would have more homogeneous educational standards. By pumping more money into education and raising the benchmark for schools, Obama
hopes to make American students more
able to globally compete as well as put
American students on track towards college or a career.
In 2009, Obama suggested that teachers should be awarded merit pay in which

EDITORIAL POLICY Editorials that appear on this page are written by the editorialists, and individual editors are not necessarily responsible for, or in agreement with, the policies and editorials
of The Tufts Daily. The content of letters, advertisements, signed columns, cartoons and graphics
does not necessarily reflect the opinion of The Tufts Daily editorial board.

teachers’ paychecks would be tied to
their students’ performance. A year later,
states such as Colorado have offered to
expand merit pay to compete for the
Obama administration’s federal funding.
While this idea may sound rewarding,
the problem with merit pay is that a
good, extremely qualified teacher could
easily be punished for the indolence of
his or her students while an incompetent
or mediocre teacher could receive an
undeserved bonus for the hard work and
dedication of his or her students.
In inner city schools, many dedicated
teachers are saddled with students from
broken homes while mediocre teachers
in rich, prestigious schools are gifted with
students from more stable communities. Although Obama’s plan to aid poor
students will financially level the playing field, the sad reality is that in inner
city schools, many students come from
less-educated families where school was
seen as unimportant or not a top priority, whereas the majority of students
from rich, prestigious schools came from
well-off parents who always stressed the

importance of education, thus putting
even the most mediocre teachers with
the best students at an advantage and
the most hard-working inner city teachers with the most troubled students at a
disadvantage for merit pay.
In addition, the expansion of merit
pay could lead to an influx of teachers
wanting to teach for the merit pay and
not necessarily the joy of helping young
minds grow. Instead of focusing on educating their students, some teachers could
become more fixated on passing standardized tests to get merit pay and less
on educating and stimulating the minds
of their students. The purpose of merit
pay would be to reward good teachers in
their excellence, not to reward teachers
for their greed.
As the daughter of two former teachers,
I can honestly say that the best teachers
are those who enter the educational field
with the intention of helping others, not
with the agenda of gaining benefits. After
all, the reward for a teacher should be
seeing his or her students succeed, not
another paycheck.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR Letters must be submitted by 4 p.m. and should be handed
into the Daily office or sent to letters@tuftsdaily.com. All letters must be word processed and
include the writer’s name and telephone number. There is a 450-word limit and letters must
be verified. The editors reserve the right to edit letters for clarity, space and length.
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Bounded by geographical lines
BY SHREYA

TEDDY MINCH | OFF MIC

Israeli insubordination

MAITRA

Since coming to America for university, I
have experienced a number of cultural quirks
that took some getting used to. For example,
having grown up with British English in India
and England (I was not aware of how many
different versions of the language there were
until I heard a distinctly different vocabulary
on this side of the pond), I was met with looks
of bewilderment when I called the “sidewalk”
a “pavement” or an Oreo a “biscuit.” But
these were trivial issues that only really mattered during a game of Taboo.
A far more serious issue that took a considerable degree of acclimation was that of
race and nationality, and my attempts to deal
with the United States’ division of its sundry
populace on racial lines. More specifically,
this article attempts to show my confusion
about the presence of the all-encompassing
Asian American Center.
Aside from the periodic e-mails I have
received from this group for the past four
years as an undergraduate, the center has
been a part of my life with its talks on “Asian
stereotypes,” celebrations of “Asian cinema”
and job and internship opportunities targeted specifically for students of Asian origin. What has bewildered me is the grouping
of the Korean Students Association culture
show with a lecture on Bangladesh and Thai
Club Cooking Night. Should I have more
interest in interning as an English teacher
in South Korea than a non-Asian? Is it not
strange, at these “Asian-American” events,
to serve samosas, dumplings and Thai iced
tea as though all students of Asian origin
associate this grouping of foods with their
Asian culture? And why is Russia never represented in these continental gatherings if
over half of its land mass is included in the
bounds of Asia?
The origins of this trend of superficial
racial or cultural unification based on particular geographical bounds can be traced
to colonial times. The spread of European
knowledge of the rest of the world was essentially formed in opposition to its own identity.
Thus, the entire continent of Asia, stretching
from Russia to Indonesia and from Japan

F
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to Jordan was categorized as a whole, not
because of similarities of people dwelling
in the regions, but because Asia was different from the relatively more homogenous
Europe. Geographical delineation was done
to continents, and later countries, in a way
that created geographical confines for human
communities. I say this is a European notion
because nowhere on this vast continent has
scholarship associated the whole of Asia as
a coherent unity. In other words, no Asians
have ever written about their cultural identification with the continent or their bonds
with other cultures simply because of their
shared location within this geographical distinction of Asia.
The Asian American Center at Tufts was
founded in 1983, when a spate of similar centers was founded across the country. America
was convulsing from centuries of denying
racial minorities the same rights as “real”
Americans. Minority race students at liberal
arts universities such as Tufts came together
to collectively oppose adverse majoritarian
discrimination.
The creation of such centers did not
engage the notion of race and its origins but
has since perpetuated it. By continuing to
identify a whole host of students as Asian,

the idea of the cultural unity of an entire continent is maintained, as well as an imposed
brotherhood based on the fact of similar
geographic-racial origin. I personally do not
primarily or secondarily identify myself as
an Asian. Identities such as these are instead
imposed, ironically, by the very centers that
were created to blast these fallacies of difference based on race or nationality.
I understand that many students do not
have the same sentiments as me, and many
Americans of Asian origin find a comfort
in these groupings. However, because we
are in an intellectually privileged university
environment, I wish simply to address this
sensitive issue. There are many instances
of a post-racial world in which socially created categories based on geographic and
cultural origins are simply regarded as antiquated, colonial remnants. It is curious that
this university perpetuates particular notions
of difference based on race and geographical
origin without engaging in a debate about
these very concepts.
Shreya Maitra is a senior majoring in history and International Relations. She is a
member of the International Club.

In response to Nonie Darwish
BY

DAN RESNICK

Last Thursday, March 11, Arabs for Israel
founder Nonie Darwish spoke on campus
about Islamic law and the Arab-Israeli conflict. After the lecture and the subsequent
question and answer session, Conversation,
Action, Faith and Education (CAFÉ) — Tufts’
student interfaith group — felt that it was
necessary to respond to Ms. Darwish’s claim
that her remarks support and encourage
interfaith activities. On behalf of CAFÉ, while
we do not question Ms. Darwish’s right to
speak on campus, and in fact we commend
Rabbi Jeffrey Summit and the sponsoring
groups for providing the audience with
a time for responses, we believe that Ms.
Darwish’s remarks ultimately undermined
the key tenants of interfaith work by generalizing and attacking the Islamic faith.
The purpose of interfaith action is not to
avoid differences or difficult issues, and we
cannot pretend that a few magic words will
end all of the world’s problems. Nevertheless,
how we discuss these difficult issues is very
important, considering that the ultimate goal
of interfaith work is finding ways to work
together despite our differences. Therefore,
when Ms. Darwish issued generalizations
and superficial statements about Islam, she
did not contribute to a greater understanding
of the Muslim faith. Instead, by characterizing her controversial personal interpretation
of Islam as the true Islam, she portrayed it

as something many in the audience do not
believe to be true. While CAFÉ often uses
religious scholars — something Ms. Darwish
professed she is not — to further our discussion and knowledge, we never assume
that they are presenting the only interpretation provided by the religion. Therefore, we
encourage the participants of the lecture to
explore for themselves the evidence used
by Ms. Darwish, who is not an expert on the
issues she discussed. Without repeating Ms.
Darwish’s specific attacks on Islam, we wish
to point out that Ms. Darwish did not make
her statements in a way that is conducive
to interfaith learning. It is a shame that Ms.
Darwish chose to share her powerful and
relevant personal story in a manner that does
not advance the discussion on these issues.
At Monday’s New Initiative for Middle
East Peace dialogue, which was dedicated
to the lecture, many of these issues were
expressed, and there was general consensus
that Ms. Darwish spoke well beyond the
scope of her qualifications and that her
controversial opinions on Islam were rooted
in misunderstandings and generalizations.
At the dialogue, a question was brought up
about whether Tufts should feature controversial and critical speakers on religion. In
CAFÉ, we discuss religion frequently and
believe that it is a topic that should be
broached more, not less, and this includes
raising certain concerns about particular
religions and about religion in general.

However, this discussion of religion must be
enlightening and productive — “bringing
light and not heat,” as Rabbi Summit wonderfully says in response to difficult issues
— so that the discussion promotes cooperation and not alienation. This means that
each speaker would present only his/her
interpretation of the issue, and that there
would be a forum to respond to the speaker,
so that there is a space for all the identities
represented to be heard. Personally, CAFÉ
believes that this type of conversation on
religion is best represented in a discussion
format, in which it is easier to talk about
heated issues in an intellectual, rather than
impassionate, way and in which it is easier
to find common ground for cooperation.
On that note, CAFÉ wants to reaffirm
its commitment to the Middle East Peace
Coalition, which consists of a number of
diverse groups that aim to see more peace
in the region. The Coalition has promoted
many cooperative events since the spring of
2009, and CAFÉ hopes that we can use Ms.
Darwish’s lecture as a learning experience
and as a stepping stone for more cooperative
action in the future.
Dan Resnick is a sophomore who is
majoring in International Relations.
He is the co-president of the Tufts
Conversation, Action, Faith and
Education interfaith group.

LET THE CAMPUS KNOW WHAT MATTERS TO YOU.
The Op-Ed section of the Daily, an open forum for campus editorial commentary, is printed Monday
through Thursday. Submissions are welcome from all members of the Tufts community. We accept
opinion articles on any aspect of campus life, as well as articles on national or international news.
Opinion pieces should be between 600 and 1,200 words. Please send submissions, with a contact
number, to oped@tuftsdaily.com. Feel free to e-mail us with any questions.

rom the Mossad assassination of Hamas
commander Mahmoud al-Mabhouh
so embarrassingly exposed by Dubai
authorities to the recent hoopla surrounding the continuation of single-sex bus
lines serving the Haredi community, Israel
has captured its share of dubious headlines
recently. Even the tiny Israeli Winter Olympics
team took a hit in January, with Israeli threetime National Champion figure skater Tamar
Katz failing to meet the National Olympic
Committee’s qualifying standards.
Far and away the most troubling headline
to emerge from Israel, however, came during
Vice President Joe Biden’s recent weeklong trip
to the Middle East, the bulk of which was spent
in Israel. Last Tuesday, soon after Biden’s arrival, Israel’s Ministry of the Interior announced
that it had approved construction of 1,600 new
settlements — a particularly awkward statement given the very cordial meetings between
Biden and Israelis the day before.
Aides to Israeli President Benjamin
Netanyahu claimed he was “blindsided,” while
Biden and other U.S. authorities qualified the
announcement as “an insult,” “an affront” and
“precisely the kind of step that undermines
the trust we need right now.” Perhaps U.S.
Press Secretary Robert Gibbs summed it up
best in stating, “that was not a bright spot for
the Israeli government.”
Biden and his U.S. envoy went to Israel
in order to set the foundation for “proximity talks” between Israel and the Palestinian
Authority, and to ultimately build up trust on
both sides. The Israeli announcement was
more than “not a bright spot” in regional politics — it was a clear signal from Israel that
it is unwilling to step up and legitimately
engage with the Palestinian Authority. As long
as settlements continue to grow, meaningful dialogue between both parties is largely
impossible. Israel has, once again, chosen
obstruction over discourse and has made its
hubris evident. Not only is it defying the wishes of the country that writes its checks, but it
has done so in a way that inflicts maximum
embarrassment and political damage.
Netanyahu has offered an apology to
Obama, and many in the press have alleged
a growing United States-Israeli rift, albeit
one that has been growing in a largely passive-aggressive manner over the past week.
Netanyahu has pledged to set up an investigative committee to “examine the chain of
events” that led up to the announcement
during Biden’s time in Israel. That isn’t a state
official concerned about a growing rift with its
strongest ally — it’s shallow politics to make it
appear Israel cares about the political disaster
that took place.
Clearly, the Israelis aren’t all that concerned about things now, since the settlement increases remain on track. The U.S.
envoy should have created an immediate,
full-blown diplomatic crisis with Israel when
the settlements announcement came. Upon
hearing the news of new settlements that
morning, Biden and his team should have
been on a Washington-bound plane that
afternoon, cutting off all communication
with the Israelis. The United States should
have been openly aggressive toward Israel,
rather than taking its current “quietly make a
comment here, cancel a special envoy there”
approach. The United States should have
instilled great fear in the Israelis and made
sure they understand who dictates policy in
this international relationship.
During the trip, Biden asserted, “progress
occurs in the Middle East when everyone
knows there is simply no space between the
United States and Israel.” Unconditional support for Israel has dug the United States into
a political hole in the Middle East. Allowing
this most recent example of Israeli arrogance
to pass without consequence will only further
degrade the peace process and delegitimize
U.S. regional diplomatic efforts. The United
States should not seek an immediate divorce
from the Israelis, as many dysfunctional relationships can be salvaged. But for the immediate future, both should sleep in separate
diplomatic bedrooms if true Middle Eastern
progress is to be made.

Teddy Minch is a senior majoring in political
science. He hosts “The Rundown,” a talk show
from 3 to 5 p.m. every Friday on WMFO. He
can be reached at Theodore.Minch@tufts.edu.
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Op-ed section of the Tufts Daily, an open forum for campus editorial commentary, is printed Monday through Thursday. Op-Ed
Op-ed welcomes submissions from all members of the Tufts community. Opinion articles
on campus, national and international issues should be 600 to 1,200 words in length. All material is subject to editorial discretion, and is not guaranteed to appear in The Tufts Daily. All material should be submitted by no later
than 1 p.m. on the day prior to the desired day of publication. Material must be submitted via e-mail (oped@tuftsdaily.com) attached in .doc or .docx format. Questions and concerns should be directed to the Op-Ed
Op-ed editors. The
opinions expressed in the Op-ed
Op-Ed section do not necessarily represent the opinions of the Tufts Daily itself.
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Event
Seeking volunteers for a study
The Neurodevelopment Center in
Cambridge, MA is seeking individuals aged 12-21 with depressive
symptoms for a free drug-free
treatment study. Contact http://
www.youthmood.com or (401)3517779 for more information.

Housing
3 and 4 BR apts
(781) 863-0440 Rents starting at
$550/BR.
Clean modern Apartment next to
Tufts on quiet street.
New On-Site Laundry Facility with
New Washer & Dryer. Large modern kitchen with new refrigerator,
dishwashers, and 20 feet of oak
cabinets. Plenty of kitchen storage
space
Bathroom newly remodeled.
Hardwood floors resurfaced,
New Energy Efficient Windows,
New Heating System Front and
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Housing

Services

Wanted

(cont’d) Back Porches, Garage
Parking. No Fees. Multiple units
available to accommodate larger
groups Call John (781) 863-0440
NCA.Associates@gmail.com

McCarthy Self Storage
22 Harvard Street Medford, MA
02155.781-396-7724 Business
Hours Mon-Fri 8am to 5pm Sat
9am to 2:45pm Sun 10am to
2:45pm Space available to students
close to Tufts Univ. 5x5x3 $30.00,
5x5x8 $48.00, 5x8x8 $66.00,
5x10x8 $71.00, 5x12x8 $81.00
Please call for more information

Babysitter Needed
Experienced childcare needed 10
hours a week for infant twins near
Tufts. FLexible days and times.
Opportunity for additional hours.
Please call Katie at 301-325-3803.
References required.

Wanted
$$ SPERM DONORS WANTED $$
Earn up to $1,200/month and give
the gift of family through California
Cryobank`s donor program.
Branch offices in Cambridge.
Apply online: SPERMBANK.com

CLASSIFIEDS POLICY All Tufts students must submit classifieds in person, prepaid with check, money order, or exact cash
only. All classifieds submitted by mail must be accompanied by a check. Classifieds are $10 per week with Tufts ID or $20 per
week without. The Tufts Daily is not liable for any damages due to typographical errors or misprintings except the cost of the
insertion, which is fully refundable. We reserve the right to refuse to print any classifieds which contain obscenity, are of an
overly sexual nature, or are used expressly to denigrate a person or group. Questions? Email business@tuftsdaily.com.

Grueling spring training trip begins Jumbos’ 2010 campaign
BASEBALL SEASON PREVIEW
continued from page 12

in preseason and even into the first
couple games,” Leresche said. “This
year, I knew what I had to do to get
ready. So it’s just building on the base
from last year — keeping that preparation, that same intensity I had last year,
except this year more concentrated on
specific things I have to improve on.
I’m definitely more confident because
I’ve shown what I can do, so I think the
challenge for me is just staying hungry.”
While Leresche had an outstanding season, Tufts’ hitting on the whole
was only middle-of-the-road in the
NESCAC. The team’s .396 on-base percentage was fifth in the conference, but
its .387 slugging percentage was last.
The pitching did not fare much better,
compiling a 5.75 ERA — tied for fifth in
the NESCAC.
“I think collectively we just need to
be consistent,” Perry said. “We need to
finish off games. You have to play a full
nine innings every day.
“I think the biggest thing as a baseball player is just to go out and play,
leave everything on the field,” Perry
continued. “If you can say you left
everything on the field, that’s the biggest accomplishment. You don’t want
to come off the field, even winning,
and say you could’ve done this better

STEVE SMITH/TUFTS DAILY

Junior tri-captain Dave Leresche led the Jumbos last year with a .376 batting average and
a near-.500 on-base percentage. The shortstop hopes to improve on his stellar sophomore
campaign and keep Tufts’ streak of .500 seasons intact.
or that better. I think our effort and the
way we play will be reflected in winloss columns.”
The Jumbos will start play on Friday,

when the team begins its annual spring
break trip by traveling to Lynchburg for
a game on Friday. They will follow that
up by playing nine games in eight days

starting on March 21.
The spring break trip is always a
difficult one for Casey’s squad, as
the Jumbos begin their season facing
Southern teams that are already in
midseason form. That is part of the
reason that Tufts went 2-9 on the trip
last year and was forced to spend much
of the remaining season digging itself
out of a hole.
But the Jumbos enjoy challenging
themselves from the get-go, and they
believe that they will have a more successful experience this time around.
“We’re going down with the mindset that we’re not going down to play
these teams, we’re going down to beat
these teams,” Leresche said. “It’s a
good opportunity because unlike other
NESCAC schools … we’re playing teams
in midseason form and usually some
top-25 teams. It works well for us when
we come back up northeast for our
conference schedule.”
“Really it comes down to executing and performance on the field,”
Pontes added. “If we battle every game
and put together good at-bats, strong
pitching and defense, we always have
a chance. It’s more about the process
and how we go about things — that’s
more important than the results. We’re
going to go down there and play the
way we’re supposed to, and we’ll see
what happens.”

Williams looking to rebound after
disappointing end to last year
NESCAC BASEBALL

Road Trip!

College Students

Get 15% OFF full-price items.
Must show valid college ID. Restrictions apply; visit store for details.

Harvard Square
1 Brattle Square
Second Floor
617-864-2061

continued from page 12

Bowdoin had dropped two of three to
the Jumbos during the regular season,
eliminating them from the playoffs.
The Polar Bears were led last season by
power hitting, as Bowdoin posted the
second-most home runs in the conference, while its power pitching gave the
squad the second-most strikeouts in
the league. Beginning the season with
a 16-game stretch in Florida, the Polar
Bears are already 3-1.
Colby: Cellar dwellers at 1-11 last
year, the Mules could boast few positives heading into their 2010 campaign.
Their 8.27 team ERA was the worst in
the conference last year, as was their
.281 batting average. Furthermore,
Colby team leader in on-base percentage Kyle McKay and team leader in
slugging percentage Craig Cooper both
have graduated. The downtrodden
Mules appear to be in store for another
rough year.
Hamilton: Coming off a program-record 14 wins in 2009, Hamilton hopes
to compete in the NESCAC for the first
time. The Continentals return most
of their offense from last year, and
All-Conference First Team senior Max
Foster will head their rotation after a
5-2, 3.53 ERA season.
Middlebury: The Panthers, who
finished in the bottom of the West
Division at 3-9, gave up 101 total runs
last year, which was second-worst
in the league. This season, however,
Middlebury returns two All-NESCAC
players in senior Erich Enns, who was
fourth in the NESCAC with a .439 average, and junior Donald McKillop, who
had 16 multiple-hit games and is also
an All-NESCAC quarterback, both of
whom were in the top five in the league
in batting.
Trinity: The Bantams, now two
seasons removed from their national championship run, are currently
ranked No. 4 in the country. Trinity
finished last year at 33-7 and won its

second straight NESCAC championship, and will enter this season with
six seniors at the helm. Leading the
way is D3baseball.com Pre-Season AllAmerican first baseman Kent Graham,
who swatted 10 homers and batted .409
last year. Two-time NESCAC honoree
senior Jim Wood anchors the outfield
in right field, while pitcher and captain
Conor O’Sullivan Pierce had a 1.72 ERA
in 31-plus innings last year.
Tufts: The Jumbos are fresh off a surprising campaign in which they started off 2-9 but ended up coming just
short of beating Trinity in the NESCAC
Championship. After graduating just
two starting hitters and one starting
pitcher, Tufts turns to an exciting core
of juniors, led by pitcher Pat O’Donnell,
pitcher and outfielder Chase Rose and
tri-captain shortstop Dave Leresche,
to give it its 19th straight season with
a record above .500. Also returning is
sophomore pitcher Chris DeGoti, who
last season recorded a league-best five
saves and 18 appearances.
Wesleyan: The Cardinals were
bounced from last year’s NESCAC
Tournament after falling in consecutive games as the second seed from the
West. And following the team’s 11-10
victory over Swarthmore in Arizona
over spring break, Wesleyan is off to an
8-0 start, its best such start since 1988.
Though the Cardinals graduated Drew
Dominguez, who had 60 hits last year,
they return junior Julian Sonnenfeld,
who was second in the NESCAC in runs
last year.
Williams: After setting two conference records in an 18-5 drubbing of
Tufts in the NESCAC Tournament first
round last year, the Ephs then fell
twice in one day to get knocked out
of the double-elimination bracket.
But they are back, and with senior Al
Mathews, who was a Third-Team AllNew England selection last year, they
could very well return to the form they
had in 2007, when the squad won the
NESCAC outright.
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Returning core aims to avoid repeat of narrow losses

ETHAN LANDY | CALL ME JUNIOR

BASEBALL FEATURE

March
Madness

continued from page 12

started coming in the game against
Williams.”
Orlowitz and classmate Chase Rose
led the way in that category, teaming
up to go 6-for-11 with five of Tufts’
13 RBIs against the Ephs. Most of
those came amid a nine-run bottom
of the fourth inning that countered
a four-run Williams rally in the top
half of the frame and was the Jumbos’
biggest single-inning outburst since
their 14-1 victory over Mass. Maritime
more than a month earlier.
The victory over Williams secured
at least a .500 finish for Tufts as the
Jumbos improved to 19-18 on the
year. But after earning an unlikely
berth in the championship game, they
weren’t about to stop there.
“Our goal every year is to win the
NESCAC Tournament, so while it was
good to know we wouldn’t end the
streak, we were definitely motivated
to beat Trinity,” O’Donnell said.
Heading into the title game, the
Bantams had been the juggernauts of
the NESCAC, and they were the previous year’s Div. III National Champions.
But in the finale of a three-game weekend sweep earlier in the season, the
Jumbos outplayed Trinity and were
unlucky to come away on the wrong
end of a 2-1 decision on a walkoff home run by senior catcher Sean
Killeen.
Through seven innings of play in
the championship game, the Jumbos
owned a 3-2 lead, built on a tworun first and an RBI groundout in
the sixth inning by then-junior Corey
Pontes, as well as a slew of defensive
miscues by the Bantams. But trouble
struck in the bottom of the eighth, as
Tufts walked in a run to tie the game
at three apiece. Then, Killeen — who
signed a contract with the Boston Red
Sox after the season — applied the
dagger once more, hooking a grand
slam — his second homer of the game
— just inside the right-field foul pole
to give Trinity a 7-3 advantage they
would not surrender.

F

STEVEN SMITH/TUFTS DAILY

Junior starter Pat O’Donnell, who went just 2-6 last season with a 5.10 ERA, will lead the Jumbos’
starting unit as they look to overcome a series of narrow misses in the NESCAC Tournament.
The Jumbos were happy to have
played in the championship after a
rocky campaign but were understandably disappointed with the outcome,
particularly because it was their third
runner-up finish in the tournament in
four years.
“The three years I’ve been here,
we’ve come in second, third and second again,” Bankoff said. “So obviously, we were pleased that we could
turn things around and make that run
to the championship game, but not
being able to finish strong and win the
title was definitely a disappointment.”
For most of the Jumbos, there is

at least one more chance left to be
the last team standing come May.
Tufts returns seven of its nine position players from last season — with
the exception of infielder Kevin Casey
and outfielder Dave Katzman — and
the only departing pitcher is Mike
Stefaniak, the team’s championship
game starter.
With every passing year, the secondand third-place finishes mount, and
the “close but no cigar” stigma lingers.
But with an experienced core of players in both the lineup and the pitching
staff, the 2010 Jumbos may have what
it takes to win it all on May 9.

Experienced Gardel lone women’s representative at NCAAs
SWIMMING AND DIVING
continued from page 12

Rood, referring to the meet’s schedule, which has the preliminaries in
the morning and then the finals at
night. “To score a lot of points for the
team we have to have our relays swim
well.”
The 200-yard freestyle relay also has
Tufts seeded in sixth with the team
of junior Gordy Jenkins, Kinsella,
Rood and sophomore E.J. Testa, while
the 400-yard freestyle relay team of
juniors Andrew Altman and David
Meye, Kinsella and Rood qualified in
10th. Rounding out the other relay
qualifiers, the 800-yard freestyle relay
will be seeded 18th and the 400-yard
medley relay will be seeded in the No.
19 slot.
“”The key is to start off strong
tomorrow, because we have all this
positive energy and we really need to
set the tone really well on day one,”
Rood said. “We didn’t do that well at
NESCACs so we need to come out of
the gates firing on all cylinders.”
In diving, senior quad-captain Rob
Matera will make his third appearance at the NCAAs in both the 1- and
3-meter diving events. Matera was
an All-American Honorable Mention
on both boards in 2008 and he will
look to end his successful Tufts career
on a high note following his win at
the NESCAC Championships in the
3-meter event.
The women’s swimming and diving team has only one representative
going to Minneapolis, senior Lindsay
Gardel, who is qualifying for NCAA
Championships for the fourth straight
year. Last season, Gardel finished in
fifth place at nationals in the 1-meter
event, garnering All-American honors
for the second time, and this year
added a NESCAC championship to her
résumé. In the 3-meter event, Gardel
is a three-time Honorable Mention

VIRGINIA BLEDSOE/TUFTS DAILY

Junior Gordy Jenkins, center, and the Jumbos will kick off action at the NCAA
Championships today.
All-American, finishing in 14th last
year, 12th in 2008, and 11th in 2007.
The modest Gardel, who arrived
on Sunday in preparation for her first
dive later in the week, has high expectations for herself.
“I haven’t actually seen everybody;
we had our first practice [Monday],
and everyone who was there looks
good,” she said. “I think only about
half of the people are here right now,
so I’m not too sure what it’s going to
end up looking like, but it’s going to
be a tough meet. I’m not sure the team
has any expectations for me, but obviously I’d like to do well.”
Relying on experience, she noted,
should be key in securing another AllAmerican finish.
“This is my fourth time here; I know
how the meet works, and a lot of it is

mental at this point,” she said. “I can
do my dives, I just have to stay focused
and we’ll see how it goes. But anything
can happen. Even in the championships, it’s a little overwhelming, it’s
a huge meet, but as long as I do my
dives on both. I know what I’m doing,
I just have to do it.”
With the morning preliminaries
already started, the Jumbos look to
channel all the excitement of swimming at the national stage into some
positive finishes.
“We’re fired up; at this point for
us this is a bonus,” Rood said. “The
opportunity to come out and represent Tufts as hopefully a top-10 team
in the country is awesome, so we’re
ready to go.”
Alex Prewitt contributed reporting to this
article.

lorida coach Billy Donovan likes
the idea. Wisconsin’s Bo Ryan said
it would be “a crime” if it doesn’t
happen. Even two of the most
recognizable coaches in the NCAA,
Duke’s Mike Krzyzewski and Syracuse’s
Jim Boeheim, think changes need to be
made.
All of these high-profile coaches, and a handful of others, are proexpansion when it comes to the NCAA
Tournament. And by next year, they
might get their wish. The NCAA has an
out-clause in its TV contracts with both
the NCAA Tournament and the NIT.
A major overhaul of March Madness
could see the tournament go from its
current 65-team format to a staggering
96-seed setup.
And it would be a maddening idea.
Forget about the fact that it would
ruin the best two consecutive days of
the calendar year — by the way, this
year the first round of the tournament
falls right in the middle of possibly the
greatest four-day period of all-time,
after St. Patrick’s Day and before the
first day of Tufts’ spring break.
This year there were barely enough
quality teams to fill the field, even with
bubbles popping left and right after
conference tournaments. Now, you
want to invite another 32 teams to join
the dance?
The logistics in this aren’t ironclad, but at least one idea suggested
by Krzyzewski is to bring the NCAA
Tournament and NIT together, merging the two into one giant tournament
of epic proportions. It would probably
add another weekend to the festivities,
as the top-third of teams in the draw
get a bye. In other words, it would
turn March Madness into the agonizingly long college football bowl season,
where no one cares about the early
games except the fans of the schools
that they feature.
Really NCAA? Since when did you
turn into Scrooge McDuck? Wait,
I probably should have noticed this
trend when they added the Pizza Hut/
Taco Bell Bowl. OK, I made that one
up, but in all seriousness, it is getting
ridiculous. I mean, they are going to be
playing bowl games in Yankee Stadium
next year.
But back to the task at hand. Won’t it
be worth it to have the likes of UConn,
a team that lost four straight games to
close the season when it was fighting
for a tournament spot, in the picture?
Or how about the defending National
Champions North Carolina Tar Heels,
who earned a No. 4 seed in the NIT
after going 16-16 this year, including a
loss to the College of Charleston? I suppose that it is a good idea to ruin any
value that conference tournaments —
which possess arguably more intrigue
for college basketball fans than the
NCAA Tournament itself — have by letting in such also-rans.
You can’t tell me that adding an extra
32 teams is about anything other than
greed. The schools want the money and
exposure that come with a tourney run,
the NCAA wants to add the extra games
to the TV schedule, and the coaches
want the job security that comes with
the knowledge that they made the postseason. Well, as a fan, I want the best
teams to be playing come March. There
is a reason no one watches the NIT.
So don’t worry, Virginia Tech fans.
Don’t despair, Illinois. And Mississippi
State, you won’t even have to wait
until the SEC Tournament to turn on
the jets as you did the last two years
in an attempt to prove you belong in
the NCAA Tournament. Because pretty soon, those mediocre teams and a
whole host of others will be joining the
Cinderella hopefuls and the nation’s
best in the Big Dance.
Sorry, Mr. Ryan, but that would be
the real crime.

Ethan Landy is a senior majoring in
English. He can be reached at ethan.landy@
tufts.edu.
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Tufts has sights set high
after late 2009 run

Narrow losses mark
Jumbos’ recent seasons

Jumbos look to keep streak of .500 records intact
BY

DAVID HECK

Daily Editorial Board

Few coaches at Tufts, or in the
NESCAC as a whole, have a legacy as
storied and successful as that of baseball coach John Casey. He’s coached
789 games at Tufts — more than double
the number of any other coach — and
his .596 winning percentage is the best
of any skipper that has worked for
more than one season. His teams have
produced a .500 record or better for
18 straight years, and his players are
extremely committed to making sure
that streak stays alive.
“This program is a lot more important than any one of us or anything
that we’re going do in a single season,”
junior tri-captain David Leresche said.
“It’s trying to carry on the legacy that
he set up — obviously a great one. As
players, we talk about guys who were
there before us, guys who did things
the right way and how we can continue
to improve this program. My goal is to
leave the program better than when I
came into it. It’s something a lot of us
feel strongly about.”
“We all have ultimate respect for
coach Casey,” senior tri-captain Corey
Pontes added. “We just have to look at
the alumni program and all the guys
that come back to practice, and there
is pressure to keep up the standard of
the program.”
While Casey’s run of .500 seasons
is impressive, it appeared to be in
jeopardy last year. The team started
the season at just 2-9 and had to fight

its way to the championship round of
the NESCAC playoffs against Trinity to
achieve a 19-19 overall record.
Needing to upset the Bantams twice
to take home their first NESCAC title
since 2002, the Jumbos succumbed in
the first game, 7-3, as Trinity claimed
its second consecutive NESCAC championship. The Bantams have dominated Div. III baseball in recent seasons, and they even have an exhibit in
the National Baseball Hall of Fame in
Cooperstown, N.Y. honoring their 45-1
2008 season.
But while Trinity has a strong pedigree, the Tufts players are confident
that this is the year they will be able
to topple the mighty Bantams. The
Jumbos graduated only five seniors
from last year’s team, leaving most of
the roster intact.
“In any sport, for any team, the first
goal is to come out on top,” senior
tri-captain Alex Perry said. “I feel confident. We really relied heavily on the
sophomore class last year, and for them
to develop into leaders this season will
be huge ... Hopefully guys can learn
from them, and we can go out and win
some games.”
One underclassman who was crucial
to the team’s success was Leresche,
who hit .376 with a tremendous .494
on-base percentage. He earned an AllNESCAC second team selection as a
result of his impressive season, but this
year he feels he can do even better.
“Last year, I made some adjustments
see BASEBALL SEASON PREVIEW, page 10

Conference tournament title has proved elusive
BY

DANIEL RATHMAN

Daily Editorial Board

Despite its annual goal of winning
the NESCAC Tournament, over the
past few years, the baseball team has
developed an irritating penchant for
coming up just short.
In 2007, the Jumbos reached the
championship game, only to suffer
an 8-5 setback against the Williams
Ephs in a contest in which Tufts led
5-4 heading into the bottom of the
seventh inning. Two years ago, Tufts
matched Amherst run-for-run in
the final elimination game, with the
exception of the Lord Jeffs’ three-run
sixth inning, and the Jumbos were
sent home with an 11-7 loss.
Last year, Tufts came within five
outs of its first NESCAC title since
2002. But it took a remarkable turnaround for the Jumbos (19-19) to
avoid their first sub-.500 season in 17
years.
“We came back from our spring
break trip 2-9, which was definitely
not the start to the season that we
envisioned,” junior starting pitcher
Pat O’Donnell said. “But there was a
lot of baseball left to play, so we came
back and worked hard to get into the
NESCAC Tournament.”
The Jumbos finished their NESCAC
slate with a record of 7-5, and they
recorded a crucial sweep of the Colby
Mules on the road to secure their
tournament berth. Without the tworun double by then-sophomore David
Orlowitz in the seventh inning of the

weekend finale, Tufts’ spot in the
playoffs would have been usurped by
Bowdoin.
Tufts
entered
the
NESCAC
Tournament last year with an overall
record of 17-17, and consecutive losses in the double-elimination event
would snap their long-lasting streak
of winning seasons. An 18-5 thumping at the hands of the Ephs was not
the way they wanted to start.
“We lost the opener of the NESCAC
Tournament in a blowout, and it was
probably one of the worst games we
had, but it was an up and down season for us, and we were almost out
of contention against Colby as well,”
said senior Nate Bankoff, who was a
combined 6-for-11 with six RBIs in
the decisive Saturday doubleheader.
“We knew we just had to claw our way
back and win the next two to get into
the championship.”
And that’s exactly what the Jumbos
did.
Tufts kept its composure throughout a pair of high-scoring elimination games, first defeating Wesleyan
15-10 and then exacting revenge on
Williams with a 15-9 victory in a contest in which the two teams combined
to make 11 errors in the field.
“Those were two wild games, but
we knew that we had to win them,”
Bankoff said. “We made [seven] errors
in the second one, but fortunately
those timely hits that we sometimes
didn’t have during the regular season
see BASEBALL FEATURE, page 11

SWIMMING AND DIVING

NESCAC BASEBALL

Team hopes high for tournament

Amherst among hopefuls to dethrone Trinity

Nine Jumbos head to
NCAA meet
BY JESSE

WEINBERG

Senior Staff Writer

After finishing second at
the NESCAC Championships,
selected members of the men’s
swimming and diving team
will be looking to finish off the
season on a high note when
they travel to Minneapolis for
the NCAA Division III National
Championships beginning
today.
The Jumbos will have nine
members competing in 13
events at the year’s biggest meet,
the largest number in coach
Adam Hoyt’s tenure at Tufts.
Tufts sophomore Owen
Rood is the No. 2 seed in the
50-yard freestyle event, after
swimming a 20.33-second
split in the 200-yard freestyle relay at the NESCAC
Championships on Feb 28.
Rood will also be swimming
the 100-yard freestyle, in
which he will enter as the
seventh seed, and the 200yard freestyle, in which he is
seeded 23rd.
“I just have to stay calm
and not get a little freaked
out by the scene that’s taking
place,” Rood said. “Just have
to do what I do and keep
the routine and know that I
have the speed to compete
with these kids. Just try and
hopefully go as fast as I did at
NESCACs, and I’ll be fine.”

The other Tufts individual
qualifiers were senior Patrick
Kinsella in the 100-yard butterfly and 100-yard freestyle,
junior Zed Debbaut in the
100-yard breaststroke and
junior Michael Del Moro,
who is also a news editor
for the Daily, in the 100-yard
backstroke.
“It’s definitely an indication of all the work we put
in,” said senior quad-captain
Lawrence Chan, who will not
be going to NCAAs but has
still been talking to his team
and prepping it for the meet.
“Not everyone goes to nationals or NESCACs, but we are a
team, and everything we did
together helps everyone else
get better, so it’s a team effort.
I think everyone understands
that, so they’re pretty excited
to go, but they’re not too anxious to see how they’ll do.”
The Jumbos qualified an
impressive five relay teams
for the tournament. The 200yard medley relay team —
consisting of Debbaut, Del
Moro, Kinsella and Rood —
which won the NESCAC title
in the event, will be seeded
sixth and has a strong chance
to garner All-American honors this weekend.
“We need to bring our
relays back at night,” said
see SWIMMING AND DIVING, page 11

Defending-champion Bantams
headline strong conference
BY JEREMY GREENHOUSE AND
ALEX PREWITT

Daily Editorial Board

In NESCAC baseball, there’s
Trinity, and then there’s everyone else. The Bantams haven’t
lost a conference matchup
since 2007, when Tufts beat
them in the final regular season game to claim first place.
Since then, the Bantams not
only won two conference
championships but added a
NCAA championship in 2008
as well. The Bantams rank No.
4 in the nation, and the challenge of every other NESCAC
team will be to try to usurp
them. In preparation for this
year’s slate, the Daily goes
around the league, taking a
look at each team’s prospects.
Amherst: Already 4-0 this
season, Amherst is looking to return to the NESCAC
Championship this year, having just missed out with a 7-5
record last season. Top hitter Brendan Powers graduated, but Amherst is a team led
by its pitching. The one-two
punch of juniors Ryan Healy
and Max McKenna finished
third and fourth in the conference in ERA as Amherst, having allowed a league-low walk
rate, surrendered the secondfewest runs in the conference.
On the offensive side, NESCAC
rookie of the year outfielder
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Bowdoin finished tied with Tufts for second in the NESCAC East last year
but was edged out of the playoffs due to a tiebreaker.
Kevin Heller will look to take
a step up from his already
All-Conference debut season, while rookie coach Brian
Hamm takes over for legend
Bill Thurston, who retired last
year.
Bates: Second-year coach
Edwin Thompson’s unit is off
to a fast start at 3-1 this year
and has already matched its
win total from last season.
Returning to the squad is
junior All-NESCAC outfielder Chris Burke, who led the
team in batting average and
RBIs and set the school single-season record for hits with

52. Additionally, senior Tom
Beaton, the league-leader in
stolen bases, and junior outfielder Pat Murphy return to
the Bobcats’ lineup. On the
pitching end, Bates graduated five pitchers who logged a
combined 116 innings in 2009,
but has done well so far, posting a 3.30 ERA through its four
games.
Bowdoin: The Polar Bears
tied the Jumbos with a 7-5
record in the East Division.
In spite of a superior overall
record to that of Tufts at 23-15,
see NESCAC BASEBALL, page 10

